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In order to upgrade from WinTV v7 to WinTV v8, you need to either
have a WinTV v8 installation CD, or a WinTV v7 or v8 activation

code. Go to Hauppauge.wintv.com and download the newest
version of the WinTV v7 software. When downloading WinTV v8,

you will notice that the interface is now in QVGA resolution. Note:
you do not need to upgrade to WinTV v8 to get 720p - all

upgraded installations now have 720p enabled. WinTV v7 will
perform much like WinTV v8 without requiring the camera and TV
tuner card. Once you've put your WinTV CD in your CD-ROM drive
and then have the WinTV-HVR-1800/1850 in your computer, click
on the \"Settings/Advanced Options\" > \"Start-up Option\" and

check the \"Extend Logging\" option. Then follow the instructions
from the installation guide, using Windows Explorer to navigate to
your WinTV installation directory. If you're not logged into your TV
account with the WinTV-HVR-1800/1850, you may be prompted for
your username and password. To add a single channel (assuming
there is a TV signal on that channel), go to Settings (click the gear

icon in the lower left hand corner of the WinTV application) ->
Devices and choose your TV tuner. Then click Tuner setup and
select the format of the channel you want to add (Digital ATSC,

Digital QAM or Analog TV). For both the Starting and Ending
channel use the channel number you want to add. Example, if you
want to add Analog channel 3, then select 3 for both the Starting
and Ending channel. Then click Scan. Since you are only scanning
one channel, it should find this channel quickly and add it to the

channel list.
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I am using a frontend set to
Danish DVB-T standard, but
the program should work in

all the other countries. If you
see a wrong channel being

displayed, the source is
usually corrupted DVB-T

streams. Hauppauge have
announced a new driver,
WinTV driver 2.0, due to

being released soon, so this
new version of the WinTV

application will be updated to
work with it. This download is
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a DVD image that will
perform an automated
upgrade of the WinTV

application to the latest
3.0.1.7 version, plus it is

equipped with a fresh ISO
image of the MythTV 0.24

series. Just plug the DVD into
your computer's DVD drive,
boot from the DVD, and then

follow the onscreen
instructions. The upgrade will
not occur automatically after

a reboot, and you need to
restart MythTV to ensure the
fresh version of MythTV runs.
If you are using Windows XP,
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you should use the WinTV
Media Center and WinTV

Media Center Deluxe edition.
If you are using Windows

Vista, WinTV should work fine
with the Consumer Edition of

Windows Vista and the
Ultimate edition. The WinTV

software supports the
following TV cards and

hardware. Supported tuners
should meet the

requirements listed below.
Though WinTV software

works well with cards listed
below, I did not try to

implement any automatic
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scan mode. It is up to the
developer to implement this
feature. The program will be

equipped with a fresh MythTV
0.24 version. If you are

upgrading from a previous
version of the WinTV

application, you are strongly
recommended to restore your

backup of tuner.conf file.
After the fresh upgrade, all
the settings you had in the
old version of the WinTV

application is now maintained
in the new version. So, all the

settings such as your
location, tuner scan, TV scan,
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are still maintained.
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